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Where to drink the best Vietnamese coffee
Hanoi remains the undisputed center of cafe culture in Viet-

nam. While modern-style coffee shops have grown in popularity,
traditional sidewalk cafes still fill up from morning to night with
drinkers of all ages, who linger for hours over a single glass. How-
ever, you can find quality coffee all over Vietnam. 

Singling out only a few places does not do justice to the ex-
tensive Vietnamese cafe culture, but below are some addresses
that remain landmarks in the two main cities:

For the experience: Trieu Viet Vuong
Known as ‘Coffee Street’, this stretch of Hanoi’s historic Hai Ba

Trung District might contain more cafes per block than anywhere
else in Vietnam, ranging from family-run shops to more fashion-
able places popular with teenagers. Hanoian favorite Cafe Tho
(117 Trieu Viet Vuong), which has been here for three decades,
brews a powerful cup that still draws consistent crowds.

For dessert: Cafe Giang
No trip to Hanoi is complete without a taste of egg coffee at

the place it was invented. Cafe Giang (39 Nguyen Huu Huan), on
the edge of Hanoi’s Old Quarter, was the first to begin whipping
up this drink/dessert in the 1940s. Since then the atmosphere has
changed as little as the recipe. While the tiny stools here might
not be the most comfortable, the drink itself is top notch. Those
who don’t drink coffee can sample the egg foam with sweetened
mung beans or cocoa.

For the view: Cafe Pho Co
Accessed via an entrance concealed in the back of a shop, a

spiral staircase leads up to Hanoi’s Cafe Pho Co  and a stunning
view of Hoan Kiem Lake. From the quiet balcony overlooking the
lake and surrounding streets, you can enjoy a coffee while watch-
ing the seemingly never-ending stream of traffic pass by.

For a blast from the past: Cafe La Tamia
A retro cafe in Ho Chi Minh City, La Tamia (38/05 Tran Khac

Chan) offers visitors a glimpse into old Saigon. Relax on a vintage
sofa or browse the cafe owner’s collection of antique TVs and
gramophones while enjoying your iced coffee.

Drink coffee like a local in Vietnam
A few coffee-drinking tips for your Vietnam trip:

Milky way Don’t even try to ask for decaf. If you prefer your
coffee mild, do as the Vietnamese do and order ca phe bac xiu,
coffee with lots of extra condensed milk. This will also taste like
coffee ice cream and will be a delight for your (very) sweet tooth.

Sweet spot As condensed milk is sweetened, there is no white
coffee without sugar. True coffee connoisseurs should opt for ca
phe den (black coffee). A touch of sugar will bring out the com-
plex flavors, just as it does with dark chocolate. However, if you
want to ensure that your drink isn’t too sweet, ask for it duong
(less sugar).

Avoid hunger Cafes in Vietnam don’t typically serve food al-
though some newer cafes do offer quick eats. It is therefore ac-
cepted to bring your own snacks and eat on the spot, but you’re
better off following the local custom of eating first and then head-
ing to a cafe to relax. In a pinch, you can always nibble on hat
huong duong (sunflower seeds). www.lonelyplanet.com
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